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Scale-independent complementary bivariational principles in a complex Hilbert 
space are derived from the stationary principle. These principles consist of two 
scale-independent functionals which yield upper bounds and lower bounds, respec- 
tively, to both the real and the imaginary part of a particular quantity associated 
with an inhomogeneous linear equation. They have the advantage that one need 
only guess the form of solutions of the equation and its auxiliary equation, not their 
size. Moreover, for a given pair of trial functions, they yield better bounds than the 
scale-dependent complementary bivariational principles obtained by Bamsley and 
Baker. Their application to a scattering problem yields scale-independent 
complementary bivariational principles for the scattering amplitude as well as those 
for the total scattering cross section. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Complementary bivariational principles in a complex Hilbert space have 
been obtained by Barnsley and Baker [ 11, and have been applied to a few 
kinds of problems [l-3 1. These principles consist of two functionals which 
yield upper bounds and lower bounds, respectively, to both the real and the 
imaginary part of a particular quantity associated with an inhomogeneous 
linear equation. However, their principles are scale-dependent; one must 
guess the size of solutions of the equation and its auxiliary equation as well 
as their form. 
The present paper derives scale-independent complementary bivariational 
principles, and applies them to a scattering problem. 
Section 2 derives new scale-dependent complementary bivariational prin- 
ciples from the well-known stationary principle. Section 3 improves each of 
the functionals forming the basis of these principles by scaling its variables 
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and optimization with respect to a parameter contained in it; the principies 
thus obtained become scale-independent. Section 4 shows the relation 
between these scale-independent principles and the scale-dependent principles 
obtained in [ I]. Finally, Section 5 applies the scale-independent 
complementary bivariational principles to a scattering problem, 
2. NEW SCALE-DEPENDENT COMPLEMENTARY BEVARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES 
Consider a problem which can be expressed by the equation 
Au =A uED(A). (2.1) 
Here A: R’--+Z’ is a linear operator defined on a linear subgpatee D(A) 
dense in R’, and $ is a given element in Z, X is a complex I-&b& space 
with inner product ( , ). The numerical quantity of interest associated with 
(2.1) is the inner product (u, g), where g is a given element in &“. 
For this problem, the auxiliary equation 
A*v=g, zi E D(A*), P-2) 
is introduced, where A* is the adjoint operator of A, and &A”) is the 
domain of A*. Suppose that (2.1) and (2.2) have solutions tl and u. Further, 
suppose that the real number m. defined by 
(2.3) 
is positive; [lx{1 denotes the Hilbert space norm (x, x>~‘. 
As is well known (see, e.g., {4]), the functional 
W, WI = (6 s> + (f, w> - W, w> 
is stationary at (u, v) in the class (D(A), D(A *)). The strrtionafy v&se d this 
functional is (u, g) = (f, u). 
To begin with, consider the real part of F(g), v). For a particu&ar prtsbiem 
in a real Hilbert space, W&pole [J] has shown that itian of a 
supplementary term which is second order in error increases the scope for 
obtaining bon&. Hm introbuee the funtiiaal 
WA w) = W9, g> + tf, w> - (44 w>) + (WA4 -fh 4 -3) 
+ (W”v-d,A*v-g), (2.4) 
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where both H and K are symmetric operators defined on P, this functional 
also is stationary at (u, II). Substituting 
4 = l.4 + ikl, w=v+6v 
into (2.4) and taking into account (2.1) and (2.2), one obtains 
G,(qb, I,M) = Re(u, g) - Re(AGu, 6v) + (HA&, Ah) + (KA*&, A*&). (2.5) 
For a complex number z, Re z < Iz 1; on using this fact, the Schwarz 
inequality, and (2.3), one obtains, as regards the second term in (2.9, 
Re(AGu, 6~) Q &46u, Sv)l 
< ll6ull P*~~Il 
Q m,’ (JA6uI( (IA*&(J. (2.6) 
From (2.5) and (2.6) it follows that 
G,M w> - Re(u, g> 
> -m,’ llA&ll IIA*&II + (HAdu,A&) + (KA*dv, A*&). (2.7) 
For H and K, choose 
H = $rn-‘kfl, K = +m-‘k;% 
Here I is the identity operator, k, a real scalar parameter, and m a positive 
number such that m < m,. Then (2.7) becomes 
G,(A v/j - Re(u, g) 2 $m;‘(k, IlA~ull- k;’ II~*6~11)* 
+ i(m-’ - m;‘)(kf (IA6uIJZ + k;* JJA*&()*) 
> 0. 
This inequality shows that the only pair of functions that minimizes the 
functional 
U,(h v/l = WM g> + (f, w> - (44 w)) 
+ $m-‘k:(A# -f, 4 -f > 
+fm-‘k;*(A*y--g,A*v--g) (2.8) 
in the class (D(A), D(A*)) is the pair 4 = U, w = v. The minimum value of 
this functional is Re(u,g). 
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Similarly, the only pair of functions that maximizes the functional 
L,(q4 ty) = Re((e, g) + (f; w1 ---- (A@, w>j 
1 --_ 2rn ‘k;(Ad -.f; Aqi --.r> 
--jrn-‘k,‘(A”W-g,A”W-g) 
in the class (D(A), D(A*)) is the pair $ = u, w = v; k, is 
parameter. The maximum value of this functional is Re(u, g). 
(2.9) 
a real scalar 
For the imaginary part of (u, g), a discussion analogous tu that given for 
the real part yields the following functionals, which correspond to (2.8) and 
(2.9), respectively, 
ui(#3 v/l = W(A S> + (.A v/> -- (Ad7 W>) 
+ fm - ‘k:(A$ -f, A$ --f> 
+$m-‘k;2(A*ty-g,A*ty-g), 
Lt(9, Al) = W(9, g> + (5 W> - (Ah w)> 
- $rn-‘k:(A# --A A$ -f) 
-$m-1k;2(A*y/-gg,A*y-g), 
where k, and k, are real scalar parameters. 
The two functionals U&, w) and L,(fb, v) defined by 
give scale-dependent complementary bivariational principles for (u, g). 
3. SCALE-INDEPENDENT COMPLEMENTARY BIVARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES 
Introduce the function 
h(a, b, c, d) = U,((a + ib) $, (c + id) v-4 
= a Re($, g) - b Im@, g) t c Re(f, w) + d Im(S, w> 
- (ac + bd) Re(AqI, v/) -t (bc - ad) Im(Ad, w) 
+ +z-‘k~l(a2 + b2) ljA#\j’ - 2a Re(A&f) 
+ 2b Im@#,f> + llfll”1 
+ +r-‘k;2f(~2 + 8) lIA*y# - 2c Re{A*w,g) 
+ 2d WA% g> + II gll”l, (3.1) 
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where a, b, c, and d are real scalar variables. The stationary value of this 
function occurs when 
b = b = cm-‘5’ IP*wl12 - ~,W44 w> + s, W4 w> r m-2 l1441211~*Wl12 - K44 w>1* ’ 
c = c = ~,RelAh w> - q,WAh w> + r,m-‘ki 11~911’ r m-* ll44l’ lI~*wll* - I(44 WI” ’ 
pr = -Re(q4 g) + m-‘kf Re(Aq4f ), 
q, = Im(#, g) - m-‘k: Im(Aqkf>, 
rr = -Re(f, w) + m-‘kF2 Re(A*ty, g}, 
S, = -Im(f, w) - m-‘k;* Im(A*v, g). 
Let Ah = h(a, 6, c, d) - h(a,, b,, c,, d,). Then Ah can be written, from 
(3.1), as 
Ah = + (a - a,)* g-$ + +- (b - b,)* 2 
+ +- (c - CT)* 2 + + (d - cl,)* 2 
+ (a - &NC - CA & + (a - ad - 4) -& 
+ (b - b,)(c - c,) - a;2;c + @ - Md - 4) & 
= +m-‘k: 1) [(a -a,) + i(b -b,)] A#ll” 
++m-‘k;*/J[(c-c,)+i(d-d,)]A*ylJl* 
- W@ - a,) + 0 - b,)] 4, [(c - c,) + i(d - d,)] w). 
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Hence, by arguments similar to those used in Section 2, one obtains 
Ah >fm;‘{k, /I [(a .- a,.] + i(b ---- b,)l Aqjj 
-k,‘Jj[(c-c,)ci(d---d,j]A*~jj}~ 
+ +(m-l - m;‘j(k: 11 I(a -a,) + i(b - b,j\ AgIll 
+ kc2 (1 [(c-c,) + i(d- d,)l A*li/(j2} 
> 0. 
This inequality shows that h(a,, b,., c,., d,) is the minimum value of the 
function h(a, b, c, dj. 
Similarly, the minimum value of the function 
Aa, b, c, d) = U,((a + ib) (6, (c + id) w) 
= a Im($, s> + b Re(t4 g> t c Im(.L w) - d R4.L u/j 
- (UC t bd) Im(@, w) - (bc -ad) Re(A$, w) 
+ $m-‘k:[(u2 + b*) llA#[l’ - 2a Re(Aqi,f) 
+ 2b W4J’) + Ilfll”1 
+ fm-‘k;*[(c2 + d2) ([A*y({* - 2c Re(A*W,g) 
+ 2dIm@*w) + Ilsll’l 
occurs when 
qi = -Re(+, g) - m-‘k: Im@#,f)7 
ri = -Im(f, w) + m-‘k;’ R~@*K g>v 
si = Re(J; w) - m-‘k;’ In@*% g>. 
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In view of the above results, define a functional V(q4 w) by 
U(#, W) = h(a,, b,v c,, d,) + ij(ai, b,, Ci, di)* 
This definition gives 
VW I = ,(A#, y),’-m-i ,,A#,,’ ,,li*y,,* I(49 suw>(w* ‘44) 
- m-“Kf, wM*w9g) 11411’ f (44 gXf,‘e) ll~*Wll* 
- (A o(~*w g>w1 Iv>)1 
m -1 
+ 2 1 
I 
I(44 ~0’ - mm2 ll4UI’ llA*v412 
x PXm-* IlA*~ll* I&WI* 
+ ll44l’ IU WI’ - (f, YM94fXY~~~) 
- OkfXLW(~4, w)) + k;*(m-* l144121@*w~d12 
+ lP*WIl* I(dd2 - @~g>(&A*WXW94) 
- Cc d>@*vv gX4 w>>l + k: U-II’ + K* II gll* 
1 +i.!!$Y I I(4 w>l’ - m-’ 11441’ lI~*wll* 
x [k:W* IlA*y1112 I(4f>12 
+ ll44I’ l(f, w>l’- (f, w>W,f)(ly,4) 
- (w fU 49(4 w)) + k;*(m-* 11441’ I(~*w$l* 
+ II~*wll* I(97 d12 - (99 g>(&~*WXw~~) 
- 6s 6>@*w, gX4 v))l + k: Ml’ + 6’ II Al* . 
I 
Optimization of this functional with respect to k, and k, yields 
u&J, WI = ,(A#, w)]2 _ ,A p(q2 J//4 *42 [(A g)(f, w)(e @) 
- m-*((A w)(A*w s> IMII’ + (hg)(f,46 lM*Vll* 
- (J; 4)@*w g)(4 w))l 
t (1 t i)m-’ 
I[ I(@, w>l’- me’ ll44I’ IlA*v412 
x (m-‘ll~*wII* IMkf)l* + 11~~11’ IU W>l’ 
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When 4 = au or v = @I, the second term in (3.2) vanishes, and the value 
of the functional U,($, w) is (a, g); a and j? are arbitrary nonzero constants. 
Hence the results of Section 2 compel the following conclusion: in the class 
(D(A), D(A*)), each of the real and imaginary parts of U&4, v) has its 
minimum value when and only when 4 = au or w = pu. 
Similarly, the following conclusion is derived from I,,($, w) and I.,@, u/): 
in the class (D(A), D(A*)), each of the real and imaginary parts of the 
functional 
k,(h w> = ,,,A#, w)12 _ ,-‘, &$jll’ &4”w1j2 I(6 g)(s, w)fv’A+) 
- mw2((f, vXA*vd 11A911” + @df,A#) lI~*~ll~ 
- (f, A@XA*v~ gXA#, w>)l 
- (’ + ‘j m-’ Ii ~\{A$ fy>\” - m-’ HA#j12 ((A*yl[2 
x (me2 V*v412 !G+Af)l’ + llAdl12 I(A w>l’ 
- (f, v)(Mf’Xyl~A$) - (wJ’Xf,A9X4~ w>) + Iifli’] 
L 
1 
’ ((A#, &I” _ m-2 \I,# IJA34l2 (m-2 11Ad12 I(A*ng)i2 
+ llA*wl12 I@, &I’ - 64 gXgyA*vO(w ‘44) 
- (g, $)(A*kw, gX44 w)) + II Al2 ] 1 “2 
has its maximum value when and only when 4 = au or w = /?u. Moreover, 
.&(a% PY> = (& g). 
The two functionals U&, v) and I,,($, V) give scale-independent 
complementary bivariational principles for (u, g). 
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4. THE RELATION BETWEEN THE SCALE-INDEPENDENT PRINCIPLES 
AND THE SCALE-DEPENDENT PRINCIPLES OBTAINED IN [ 1 ] 
If, before improving U,(#, w) by scaling its variables 4 and V, one 
optimizes it with respect to k,, then one obtains 
Similarly, optimization of U,(& w) with respect to k, yields 
W4 v) = Wb4 g> + (J; w> - C% w)> + m-’ II4 4 lM*v - g/l. 
In terms of U#, w) and Vi@, w), define a functional vl,(#, I,V) by 
UM w) = WA w> + W4 w>. 
This definition gives 
W4 w) = (4 g> + (f, w> - (4 w> 
+ (1 + 9 me’ II4 -fll lIA*v - 41. 
This functional is identical with that obtained in [ 11. However, one cannot 
easily scale its variables. Moreover, for a given pair of $ and w, U,,(#, w) 
supplies better upper bounds to the real and imaginary parts of (u,g) than 
WY4 w>* 
5. APPLICATION TO A SCATTERING PROBLEM 
Consider scattering of scalar waves by a potential barrier in three 
dimensions. The equation is 
V’u(r) + [k2 - E(r)] u(r) = 0, 
where k is the wavenumber in free space. Here the potential barrier E(r) is a 
real-valued bounded function; this function does not vanish inside a bounded 
region V near the origin, but is identically zero outside V. 
Consider the incident plane wave exp(fk, . r), where ki is a vector of 
magnitude k in the direction of incidence. Then the corresponding integral 
equation is 
u(r) = exp(zk, . r) - -& 1 expyrkJr{ r’ I) E(r’) u(r’) dV’. (5.1) 
V 
409/83/l-7 
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In terms of a solution u(r) of this equation, the scattering amplitude T(k,!kl 
is given by 
(5.2 
where k, is a vector of magnitude k in the direction of scattering. 
To derive complementary bivariational principles for T(k, 1 k,), take Z to 
be the Hilbert space L*(V) of all complex-valued square-integrable functions 
defined on V, its inner product is defined by 
where jr(r) denotes the complex conjugate of v(r). Further, transform (5.1) 
into the form 
E(r) u(r) + -$ j.EW exp(ik ) r - r’ 1) /r-r’/ E(r’)u(r’) dV’ v 
= E(r) exp(ik, . r), r in V. (5.3) 
This equation corresponds to (2.1); A is the linear operator defined by 
Ax = E(r) x(r) + -&- J E(~) exp(ik 1’ - r’ 1) E@‘) x(r,) &,, 
If-r’/ 7 v 
x E D(A). 
This A is continuous, and can be defined on the whole of E, hence 
D(A)= D(A*) =Z From (5.2) and (5.3), one obtains the auxiliary 
equation 
E(r) 0) + & j E(r) 
exp(-ik 1 r - r’ 1) 
It-r’\ 
E(r’) u(r’) dv’ 
V 
= E(r) exp{ik, . r), r in V, (5.4) 
the function C(r) is a solution of the problem in whti the &me wave is 
incident in the direction (-4,). 
The real number m, is given by 
mO = inf - 
111 F .xE~~ v 
E(r) x(r) 
II4 = ’ 
+& 
exp(ik / r - t’ 1) 2 
‘V (r--r’\ 
E(r’)x(r’) dV dV ’ 
II i 
l/2 (5.5) 
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One can show that this m, does not vanish. The argument runs as follows: 
Consider the integral operator B generated by 
[exp(ik )r - r’1)/47t ]r - r’]] E(r’); that is, for each function x(r) in R’, define 
Bx=-& 
exp(ik ] r - r’ 1) 
(r-r’1 
E(r’) x(r’) dir; r in V. 
In general, no wave can exist without incident waves; hence (-1) is not an 
eigenvalue of B. Moreover, B is a completely continuous operator. Therefore, 
the inverse operator (B + I)-’ of B + I is continuous (see, e.g., [6]). Hence 
there exists no sequence {x,}, with ]]xn]I = 1, such that lim,,+(B +1)x, = 0; 
hence m, given by (5.5) does not vanish. One can estimate the value of m, 
from values of /Ax]] for different types of x. Consequently, one can 
determine a value of m such that 0 < m < m,. 
From (5.2)-(5.4), the results of Section 3 are used to derive scale- 
independent complementary bivariational principles for T(k, I kJ: 
F3c4c5 - m-*(c,c,c, + c2c4F6 - c3&c,) 
Ic312 - mw2c,c2 
-(l+i)m-’ 
[( 
m~2c2~c,~2+c,~c,(2-~~c,c,-c,c;~~ 
Ic312 --m-*c,c, + cl3 1 
112 
X 
( 
m-2c, Ic,12 t c2 Ic,12 - F3c4c; - c3F4c, 
Ic312 - mm2c1c2 + C8 )I 
< -‘Wk, I k,) 
< 
C;c,c, - m-*(c,c,c, t c2c4F6 - c,F6c,) 
Ic3 I* - me2c,c2 
t (1 + i)m-’ 
[( 
m-*c, lc6f2 t c, Ic512 - F3c5c6 - c3F5F6 
Icj12 - me2c,c2 + cl7 ) 
( 
m-*c, Ic,I* + c2 /cq12 - E3c4c; - c3C4c7 
)I 
I/* 
X 
lc312 - mF2c,c2 i-c, 9 
with 
(5.6) 
c, = 
!‘I V 
E(r) d(r) + $1 E(r) exprFrA r’ I) E(r’) 4(r’) dV’ / 2 dV, 
V 
c2 = 
JI 
E(r) v(r) + -$ j E(r) exp(~i~‘~,, “I) E(r’) y(r’) W * dV, 
V V 
cj = v p(r) 
j [ 
E(r) #(r) + -& j E(r) explore ” I) E(r’) #(rl) dV] dV, 
V 
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C, = .,I f$(r) E(r) exp(-ik . r) dV. 
6 
C5 = .‘I, p(r) E(r) eXp(iki . r) dI#‘. 
c6 = 1 E(r) exp(-lki . r) [E(r) +4(r) 
-v 
1 . 
+-G., I 0 
E r exp(ik ( r - r’ ]) 
lr-r’/ E(r’) $(r’) dV’ dV, 1 
c7 = (, E(r) exp(-z& . r) [-WI v(r) 
-v 
cg = j_ ]E(r)]’ dV, 
-V 
where 
Here the notation z1 < z2 for complex numbers z, and zZ denotes 
Rez, < Re z2, Imz, <Imz,. 
The total scattering cross section Q can be expressed in terms of the 
scattering amplitude evaluated in the direction of the incident wave: 
Q = (47$k) Im T(ki] kJ. 
Hence let k, be equal to k,; then the imaginary part of (5.6) gives scale- 
independent complementary bivariational principles for Q. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
Scale-independent complementary bivariational principles in a complex~ 
Hilbert space have been obtained. They have the advantage that one need 
only guess the form of solutions of the equations, not their size. Moreover, 
for a given pair of trial functions, they supply better bounds- than the scale- 
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dependent complementary bivariational principles obtained by Barnsley and 
Baker. 
Their application to a scattering problem has yielded scale-independent 
complementary bivariational principles for the scattering amplitude as well 
as those for the total scattering cross section. 
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